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welcome

Since the White Paper announcement of the Future Reserves 2020 
programme (FR20) in July 2013, the FR20 programme has attracted 
considerable political, public and media interest. It is influencing the size 
and shape of the Reserve Forces which will grow to provide an integral 
component of the UK Defence capability, as part of the Whole Force 
Approach. For the Royal Navy this means almost doubling the Trained 
Strength population of its Maritime Reserve to 3100 in a 5 year period from 
2013 to 2018.  

Parallel lines of development are being pursued to achieve the growth profile 
required. One of these is the recruitment and talent management initiative 
called Project FIREFLY. It seeks to transfer highly skilled Service personnel 
directly to the Trained Strength of the Maritime Reserve.

There is a small Project Team that is responsible for delivering the Trained 
Entrant portion of the FR20 recruitment target. This means recruiting at least 
850 service leavers into the Maritime Reserve over 5 years from 2013-2018. 
The Project aspires to offer a potential Trained Entrant a personal journey 
through the transfer process. 

This booklet was designed to broaden your knowledge of opportunities in 
the Maritime Reserves. It aims to help you make an informed decision as 
to whether you wish to enjoy a challenging career in the Maritime Reserve 
beyond full-time Regular Service. You can look forward to making a valuable 
contribution to the Whole Force and explore a range of flexible ways of 
working that I believe can sit harmoniously with your life beyond Regular 
Service. 

If you require further information email:  
navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk. We look forward to hearing from you.

Your journey can continue beyond regular service, an opportunity offered 
under the auspices of Project FIREFLY.
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the project firefly 
transfer scheme

some 1200 highly skilled and professional personnel leave the royal 
navy every year. however, the fact that you have reached the end of 
your full-time career does not mean that the naval service doesn’t 
want – or need – your talents and expertise.

these transfer schemes have been put in place under the auspices of 
project firefly, an initiative to make the transition into the Maritime 
reserves (Mr) as painless as possible for naval service leavers and 
ex-regulars who have left within 24 months of their tX date. further 
details on the process can be found on page 20 of this booklet.
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what it means  
to be a reservist

the Maritime reserves are a force of trained civilian volunteers, who 
provide the royal navy with the additional trained people it needs in 
times of tension, humanitarian crisis or conflict. 

as a reservist you’ll be required to meet the same fitness standards, 
do much the same training and wear the same uniform. you will 
also be well rewarded for any training and active service that you 
undertake.

your time as a reservist will also give you the opportunity to continue 
to belong to the naval service family with its culture and traditions 
that make it such a unique and exciting career. 

We understand that this may prove to be a juggling act alongside 
your civilian employment. however, as a trained transferee into the 
Maritime reserves you will not be routinely mobilised for the first 
2 years of your reserve service. this period should also give your 
employer time to understand the benefits of having staff serving in 
the Maritime reserves along with the knowledge that you will not be 
an immediate loss to them. 

your employer can obtain more information on the benefits Maritime 
reservists bring to them from “supporting Britain’s reservist and 
employers” (saBre) website or their helpline on 0800 389 5459.
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benefits of a career in 
the maritime reserve

there are many reasons why a career in the Maritime reserve could 
appeal, including:

•	 additional pension (earned for attendance, ftrs and 
mobilisation).

•	 pay and expenses when training at Unit (more details later in this 
booklet).   

•	 a respectable annual tax-free bounty on achievement of the 
certificate of efficiency currently up to £1742.

•	 continued professional development and promotion.

•	 further training and new skills.

•	 remain part of the naval community and its special camaraderie.

•	 continuous use of rn sport and social facilities.

please note - all benefits received in the Mr do not affect any service 
pension accrued or any salary/benefits secured in civilian employment.
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as part of your Maritime reserves service, you may wish to do more 
than the minimum number of training days? the Mr can offer a 
variety of differing means of employment such as:

•	 additional unit employment up to 90 days

•	 Mobilised service (as required)  

•	 additional duties commitments (part time permanent  service)

•	 full time reserve service (home commitment)

•	 full time reserve service (limited commitment)

•	 full time reserve service (full commitment)

modes of employment
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warfare branch

reserve engineering branch (me, we and sm)

rnr intelligence branch

logistics reserve branch

rnr air branch 

royal naval medical service (reserves)

chaplain reserve service

royal marines reserve

areas of employment
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warfare branch
amphibious Warfare 

an officer only cadre set up to provide an assured delivery 
of ship to objective Manoeuvre (stoM) watch keepers in 
rn amphibious ships and as the senior naval officer’s for 
commercial chartered shipping. 

submarine operations specialisation

as an all officer cadre the royal navy reserve submarine 
operations specialisation offers the opportunity to directly 
support UK and nato submarine operations globally.  formed 
directly from recommendations made following operation 
corporate the sM ops spec. facilitates the safe operations 
of submarines when conducting area operations or supporting 
surface task groups. officers will be based either in the 
submarine operating authority or embarked as part of the 
Battle-staff as the submarine advisory team. 

communications and Information systems (Weapons 
engineering branch)

as a member of the communications and information 
systems (cis) Branch you will continue to maintain your core 
engineering skills learnt in regular service. Using radio and 
satellite systems in conjunction with the frequency spectrum 
and cryptographic devices, also ensuring the equipment 
remains fully functional.  

areas of employment
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seaman (reserves) branch

the Warfare seaman Branch (Warsea) offers a flexible career 
that spans both across force protection and seamanship 
disciplines.  in doing so it provides a broad level of experience 
for the Branch members and the highest opportunity to both 
mobilise (at aB-po level) and lead small teams of rn and rnr 
personnel.  an all rating Branch, the management and training 
is undertaken by Branch members who rely on a strong cadre of 
senior ratings to lead and maintain the Branch’s capability.

minewarfare

the rnr MW specialisation is tasked to augment Bahrain based 
UKMcMfor and McM squadrons during both operations and 
force generation phases. you will be a pivotal member of the 
tasking authority tasking rn and Multi national McMv’s and 
other assets, briefing the McM commander and updating the 
McM underwater and surface plot. 

rnr diving specialisation 

the role of the rnr diver specialist is to support their regular 
colleagues in the royal navy’s fleet diving squadron (fds) 
missions by filling posts in the homeland defence underwater 
search capability and providing Underwater force protection 
(UWfp) divers to support harbour searches in strategic UK 
ports. as well as UK explosive ordnance reconnaissance (eor) 
operations, and backfilling the fds area teams when deployed 
overseas in support of fleet operations.

areas of employment
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cyber 

the Joint cyber Unit (reserve) (JcU(r)) delivers the rn’s cyber 
capability; achieved by providing specialist reservist support 
to the Joint cyber Unit (corsham), the Joint cyber Unit 
(cheltenham), and information assurance (ia) units across 
defence. those interested will require specific core skills and dv 
clearance.

communication Technician

compiling and transferring highly sensitive intelligence data 
and signal information (sigint), in support of the wide ranging 
naval operations and exercises. 

Information operations

the rnr information operations specialisation analyse, plan, 
and integrate activities focused on the information environment 
(ie) providing the command with an ie assessment to assist in 
achieving the operational objectives. they are employed in the 
Maritime, Joint and Multinational environments supporting 
counter insurgency operations in iraq and afghanistan, 
counter piracy and counter narcotics operations in the indian 
ocean, anti trafficking operations in the Mediterranean, as well 
as deployments to the caribbean and exercises as far afield as 
Korea.  

areas of employment
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areas of employment

media operations specialisation

in the Media operations specialisation they build relationships 
with journalists that enable them to influence the media 
coverage of the rn’s operational activity in order to act as a 
force multiplier.  this is becoming increasingly important due 
to the penetration of the internet, increased ownership of 
smartphones, the expansion of mobile data networks, and the 
diversification of the media. news travels fast. 

maritime Trade operations 

plotting the UK’s commercial fleet from the Maritime trade 
information centre (Mtic) in portsmouth and advising safe 
passage such as in anti-piracy area.

reserve engIneerIng branch  
(me, We and sm)

engineer reservists of all ranks, rates, trades and experience 
deliver a very meaningful input to all waterfront support 
agencies, fulfilling roles across all spectrums, both as individuals 
and as part of wider teams.  support roles include hands-
on-engineering, (both maintenance and defect rectification), 
mentoring and supervision roles, engineering management 
functions and all aspects of engineering training.
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areas of employment

rnr InTeLLIgence branch
Unlike other Maritime reserve branch’s all intelligence branch 
personnel come under hMs ferret which gives greater flexibility 
to the branch’s training and employment requirements. as a 
highly-trained intelligence officer/rating you can specialise in 
one of three areas: operational intelligence (opint), focusing 
on the military capabilities and intentions of all key actors, 
enemies and adversaries globally and in the joint and maritime 
operations area. imagery intelligence (iMint), studying imagery 
acquired by sensors whether ground based, sea borne or 
carried by air/space platforms.  human intelligence (hUMint) 
gathering information provided by, or collected on human 
sources or individuals of intelligence interest. 

logistics reserve branch
supply chain working from a land based forward logistic site, 
dealing with the movement of personnel, Mail and cargo 
(pMc). chefs catering support for the 17 royal naval reserve 
units. 
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areas of employment

rnr air branch  
provide suitably qualified, experienced pilots and aircrew who 
are able to deliver air resources and capability in direct support 
to the royal navy’s varied operational commitments. 

royal naval medical service (reserves)
the royal naval reserve (rnr) is an integral part of the royal 
navy with a long history of supporting the regular force in 
major crisis and enduring operations. Medical officer / nursing 
officer / naval nurse / Medical technician reservists work in 
both ‘reserve’ capacity but also augment the enduring medical 
support requirements of the royal navy worldwide. alongside 
your civilian job you’ll also serve and be a team member of the 
royal naval Medical service (reserve) (rnMs(r))

chaplain reserve service
to provide pastoral and spiritual care for the reserve forces as 
well as duties such as Kinforming. 
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royal marines reserve
additional trained rM cadre to support the corps in times of 
national crisis or as required on routine operations across all 
environments and terrains.

areas of employment
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commitment

your commitment to the Maritime reserves, is in the main, as follows:

•	 the standard commitments are for rnr - 24 Man training days 
(Mtd) and for rMr - 26 (Mtd), per annum which is the minimum 
required to earn the annual tax-free bounty. however, other 
commitment levels are available on a case by case basis.

•	 contracts are in line with the new employment Model.
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pay and bounties

Maritime reservists are paid for each training day (or partial day) 
completed. the scales are similar to those used in the regular naval 
service and calculated pro-rata. in the main, rank and step level will 
remain the same. however, the X-factor is paid at 5% on training 
days and 14.5% if mobilised.

additionally, on successful attainment of a “certificate of efficiency” 
achieved through the set number of training days, reservists become 
eligible for the annual tax-free bounty. 
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eligibility

service personnel who are due to complete their regular service and 
wish to use the npt(res) transfer scheme are required to:

a. Be in date for rnft or their respective single service fitness test; 
which needs to be in date beyond their regular service tX date 
and recorded on Jpa.

b. Be Medically fit to deploy (medical category Mfd); however, 
other categories may be accepted and will be considered on a 
case by case basis.

c. recommended for further service service in their final report.

further details can be found in 2015din 01-213.

note: ex-regulars who have left within 24 months of their tX date 
should make initial contact using the following email:  
navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk. 
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opportunities in the 
maritime reserve

the opportunities are comparable to those in the regular service 
such as:

•	 opportunities for promotion. 

•	 opportunities to transfer directly across to similar branch/spec 
further skill development in different specialisation.

•	 opportunity to use your core Maritime and career development 
skills to support Unit functions. 

•	 opportunity to work on either part-time (additional duties 
commitment) or full time reserve service (ftrs) commitments.

•	 opportunity to remain in the naval environment and help make 
a difference.
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HMS FLYING FOX
NRHQ WWE-FLYING FOX

RMR BRISTOL HQ
RMR BRISTOL - Det

HMS PRESIDENT
NRHQ EE - PRESIDENT

RMR LONDON HQ
RMR LONDON - City of London Det

HMS SCOTIA
NRHQ SNI - SCOTIA
RMR SCOTLAND HQ

HMS EAGLET
NRHQ NE - EAGLET
RMR MERSEY HQ

RMR MERSEY - Liverpool Det
RMR MERSEY - Manchester Det

RMR LONDON - Cambridge Det

HMS KING ALFRED
CMR HQ

RMR LONDON - Portsmouth Det

HMS FORWARD
RMR MERSEY - Birmingham Det

HMS SHERWOOD
RMR MERSEY - Nottingham Det

HMS CALLIOPE
RMR SCOTLAND - Newcastle Det

HMS DALRIADA
RMR SCOTLAND - Glasgow Det

HMS CERES
RMR MERSEY - Leeds Det

RMR SCOTLAND - Dundee Det
RNR Tay Tender

HMS HIBERNIA
RMR SCOTLAND - Belfast Det

RMR BRISTOL - Lympstone Det

HMS FERRET

HMS WILDFIRE

RNAS YEOVILTON
RNR Air Branch

RNR Tawe Tender

RNAS CULDROSE
RNR Air Branch

RMR SCOTLAND - Aberdeen Det

RMR BRISTOL - Poole Det

HMS VIVID
RMR BRISTOL - Plymouth Det

HMS CAMBRIA
RMR BRISTOL - Cardiff Det RNR Medway Tender

RMR LONDON 
- Oxford Det

RMR SCOTLAND - Edinburgh Det

location of units
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the next steps

service leavers
1. geT In Touch

e-mail navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk or alternatively apply direct 
using the application form in 2015din 01–213.  
the team also regularly attend resettlement and employment 
events and would welcome the opportunity to speak to you. 

2. FIT To joIn
the team will check your eligibility (medical category, fitness test 
date and oJar/sJar recommendation for further service). 

3. Your WaY ahead
if eligible the staff will advise you on the application process and 
availability in chosen specialisation.  

4. WeLcome aboard
if your application is successful the aim is to notify you a 
minimum of 1 month prior to your regular service terminal date.

ex-regulars
go to the following email address: navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk  
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Who is in the project FIreFLY team?

the project is managed by lt cdr tina gray rn, Wo1 paul Jones is 
responsible for engagement (Marketing, advertising and recruiting) 
and poWtr Buster Brown carries out the processes and pipeline 
management.  

the team are happy to travel and conduct one to one interviews, 
give presentations or attend suitable events. if you would feel you 
or your department would benefit from a visit please contact Wo1 
paul Jones at navypers-resffengwo@mod.uk.

What is my commitment?

the commitment is 24 days rnr and 26 days rMr which is 
achieved through training evenings, weekends and spare time. 
the annual commitment is split into two parts - specialist training 
(including 2 x 5 day or 1 x 10 day course )and unit support 
activities (i.e unit/national recruiting events). 

What will I do on a Training evening?

training evenings are designed to run over a 4 week cycle and 
cover –  specialist training, fitness, Mr core competencies (there 
are 11 in all) and include an external visit/briefing.

frequently asked 
questions
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What happens if I am unable to attend every weekly 
Training evening?

some absences from the weekly training evenings are accepted 
provided that the Unit is made aware of this beforehand. But, 
being a reservist is a big commitment and therefore before 
applying you must ask yourself if you are able to make the time to 
attend on a regular basis.

how long after joining the maritime reserves can I be 
expected to be called out on mobilised service?

Unless you volunteer or there is a dramatic change in the political 
climate, as a transferee to the Mr’s there is currently a 2 year 
period before being routinely mobilised. this should enable you to 
get used to your civilian environment and give your new employer 
some stability. 

What happens to my civilian work if I am mobilised?

your job is legally protected during any mobilised service and 
your employer has the opportunity at the Mod’s expense to be 
financially recompensed to fill the gap until your return.

how long is a tour of mobilised service in the maritime 
reserves?

a tour including pre-deployment training and post operational 
leave is usually for a 12 month period.

frequently asked 
questions
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If I am mobilised can I opt not to go?

occasionally a call-out notice could prove difficult due to work or 
domestic circumstances therefore you or your employer can appeal 
against it. 

What opportunities are there in the mr’s?

there are many opportunities for those who chose to serve in the 
Mr’s such as:

•	 continued personal development and promotion

•	 full time reserve service (ftrs) posts

•	 additional duties commitment (adc) upto 180 days

•	 Man training days (Mtd) upto 90 days

•	 Worldwide Mobilisation 

What are the eligibility requirements?

•	 in date for rnft beyond tX date (ex-regulars will complete 
theirs within three months of joining)

•	 Medically fit for further naval service

•	 recommended for further service in final oJar/sJar

frequently asked 
questions
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What is the maximum age?

for regulars and those with former service the maximum ages are 
for rnr upto 56 and for rMr upto age 51.

If I can no longer make the commitment how much notice 
do I have to give?

it is recognised that personal circumstances change and if you 
feel that you need to leave then a written three months notice is 
required.   

What are the benefits?

there are many benefits to be had such as:

•	 good rates of pay (same as the equivalent regular rank/rate 
less X-factor, unless undergoing training or mobilised)

•	 accrue a further pension

•	 annual bonus upto £1742 as long as you complete the 
minimum commitment continued personal development and 
promotion opportunities

•	 a 2 year period without being routinely mobilised, but it is still 
expected that you will meet your annual commitment days for 
those that transfer onto the trained strength

•	 continue your association with the naval service with its 
unique camaraderie

frequently asked 
questions
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note: any benefits received should not have any impact on your 
accrued service pension and/or any civilian salary/package received. 
the annual bonus mentioned is tax free but salary is likely to be 
liable for tax. further information can be sought from the relevant 
governing bodies: hrMc for pay and for pensions Jpac enquiry 
centre, Mail point 465, Kentigern house, 65 Brown street, 
glasgow, g2 8eX or by phone on 0800 085 3600. 

Why use the project FIreFLY Transfer schemes?

the “project firefly transfer schemes” are aimed at being as 
trouble-free and as quick as possible. 

do I have to inform my employer that I am joining the 
maritime reserves?

yes, you have to inform your employer. however, you should not 
unnecessarily worry as the majority of companies are very supportive. 
if you or your employer still have concerns then “supporting Britain’s 
reservist and employer” (saBre) can be contacted on  
0800 389 5449 or go to www.sabre.mod.uk. saBre are a 
government body who specialise in engaging with employers so that 
they better understand the benefits reservists bring to a company.  

frequently asked 
questions
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What if my new civilian employer is concerned or wants to 
know more about reserves?

Most companies certainly the vast majority of the larger companies 
are aware and supportive towards having reserves in their workforce. 
however, should any employer be concerned or wants more 
information on the benefits that a reservist brings to them, they 
should be guided towards a government body called “supporting 
Britain’s reservist and employer” (saBre) who can be contacted on 
0800 389 5449 or go to their website -www.sabre.mod.uk.  

Is there an opportunity to visit a reserve unit before I commit?

yes, your local unit will encourage you to visit.  there are units 
nationwide and a number of satellite sites. the locations can be 
found on page 19 or by going to the following link - http://www.
royalnavy.mod.uk/our-organisation/maritime-reserves/royal-
naval-reserve.

can I transfer to another unit if I move to a different part of 
the country?

yes, and as there are Units nationwide there is likely to be another 
Unit close to your new home of residence.

frequently asked 
questions
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frequently asked 
questions

Where can I find out more information or apply through 
project FIreFLY?

More information can be obtained in 2015din 01-213 or at 
navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk.
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conclusion

if you desire the challenges and the unique camaraderie of the naval 
service we are sure you will not be disappointed if you do decide to 
follow this spare time career path.

there has never been a better time to join the Maritime reserves and 
in return for your commitment you’re promised to be well rewarded. 

visit – navypers-resfftpa@mod.uk 

the team look forward to hearing from you.
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